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I am delighted to introduce our Annual Report for 
2015/16. 

Thanks to the support and leadership of  the Mosaic 
Advisory Board, Regional Leadership Groups and 
advisory panels, we were delighted to be able to support 
more young people – an incredible 10,400 beneficiaries 
in the UK and overseas – than ever before in our history. 
We were delighted to welcome young people from 
Scotland adding to this total for the first time thanks to the 
expansion in to Glasow schools.

As evidenced in this year’s report, the impact of  our 
programmes has never been stronger. This is further 
supported by the humbling feedback of  beneficiaries, 
young people and teachers which we analyse with 
great care to ensure that we can continuously improve 
the quality of  our programmes. This year, we also 
received the results of  Wave 2 of  our longitudinal impact 
assessment being undertaken independently for us by 
the National Centre for Social Research, which showed 
encouraging long-term impacts of  our secondary 
programme.

The scale and impact of  our work is only possible thanks 
to the growing network of  amazing individuals giving up 
their time to volunteer as mentors on our programmes. 
This year, we were honoured to be able to count upon 
the support of  1,466 volunteer mentors, our highest ever 
number yet. The commitment of  our mentors to helping 
young people to achieve their potential never ceases to 
astound us at Mosaic.

As ever, we remain indebted to the leadership and 
encouragement of  our founder, HRH The Prince of  
Wales. Over the last year, we have celebrated Mosaic 
achievements with HRH The Prince of  Wales at a range 
of  important events, notably the International Leadership 
Programme Report Back at Clarence House and with 
a visit to HMP Leeds to see first-hand the work we are 
doing through the Mosaic Ex-offender Programme.

We are indebted for the generous support we receive 
for our work from a wide range of  donors, ranging from 
philanthropists and charitable foundations, to corporate 
organisations and many individuals making much-
appreciated personal contributions. We remain hugely 
grateful to all our backers for entrusting us with their 
support to help build a better future for all.

This has been an historic year in Mosaic’s development 
as we prepared for the exciting move to The Prince’s 
Trust. We are hugely indebted to Business in the 
Community for their support since our launch in 2007 and 
leave behind many dear friends. The move to The Prince’s 
Trust is a hugely exciting one for us as we feel sure that 
it will enable our programmes to reach many thousands 
more young people across the country and with even 
greater impact. 

Chairman’s Introduction

Shabir Randeree CBE 
Chairman



This has been a hugely important year for Mosaic.

As our Chairman sets out in his Introduction, we have 
been delighted to support more young people than ever 
before across the country and overseas and with the 
support of  more volunteers than ever before. We are 
particularly pleased that the impact of  our work on the 
young people we seek to support is improving and that 
those who work with us are so positive. However, the 
need for our work remains more important than ever and, 
quite rightly, our stakeholders demand ever better results.

The Mosaic staff  team, to whom I am indebted, put their 
hearts and souls in to their work. We were therefore 
particularly pleased to have secured re-accreditation 
for the schools programmes through NCVO Mentoring 
and Befriending’s Approved Provider Standard. To have 
earned external recognition though the sector’s ‘gold 
standard’, following a rigorous independent assessment 
of  our operations, provides welcome comfort that we are 
not resting on our laurels.

The future for Mosaic’s work could not be brighter. The 
announcement by the Prime Minister of  the new employer 
mentoring campaign in schools to improve young 
people’s life chances, in which Mosaic’s secondary 
school programme is a prime example of  the sort 
of  scheme that needed to be expanded, was a very 
welcome surprise. In our new home at The Prince’s Trust, 
we will have an amazing platform on which to grow both 
the numbers of  young people we can support and the 
impact we have on them.

Thankfully, as the power of  mentoring as a tool to improve 
social mobility is increasingly better understood so the 
need for Mosaic to improve its operations becomes 
greater. This is absolutely no time for Mosaic to be 
complacent. It is gratifying therefore that our dedicated 
Chairman, Board and Regional Leadership Groups 
continue to provide the strong leadership needed 
to drive us to strive for better at all times. Only by 
continually looking to adapt and change can Mosaic 
hope to deliver the vision set for us by HRH The Prince 
of  Wales to enable young people growing up in the most 
disadvantaged communities to reach their potential.

Managing Director’s Introduction

Jonathan Freeman 
Managing Director
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Highlights of Mosaic’s work in 2015/16

Mosaic was founded in 2007 by His 
Royal Highness The Prince of Wales to 
create opportunities for young people of 
all backgrounds growing up in the most 
deprived communities. Eight years on, 
Mosaic is a vibrant organisation and, as of 
1st July 2016, is part of The Prince’s Trust. 
The integration with The Prince’s Trust will 
allow Mosaic to expand its programmes to 
impact on thousands more young people, 
supported by a network of enthusiastic and 
expert volunteer mentors.

This Annual Report covers the period September 2015 
through to August 2016, during which ten core months 
of  programme delivery was spent in Business in the 
Community (BITC).

Mosaic seeks to support young people to have positive 
aspirations and to acquire the tools to achieve these 
aspirations. Positive aspirations are crucial for young 
people’s future success; what people aspire to do as 
a child is linked to what they do later in life, and low 
aspirations lead to poor academic attainment and 
professional achievement.

Over the last year Mosaic has worked with more than 
10,400 young people across six regions in the UK 
(London, South East, West Midlands, North West, 
Yorkshire and Glasgow) and internationally. We offered 
the following mentoring programmes:

• Primary School Mentoring Programme – our  
  pioneering programme is designed to help 

primary school age students and their parents to 
be properly aware of  their educational and future 
opportunities. The programme was originally 
targeted at supporting girls and their mothers but 
has now been expanded to include boys and their 
fathers. In 2015/16, we worked in 70 schools with 
over 1,530 participants and 372 mentors. This year, 
121 participant parents applied for Level 1 course 
accreditation through our partners at Education 
Partnerships UK.

• Secondary School Group Mentoring Programme 
– this group mentoring programme is at the 
heart of  Mosaic, having begun in 2007 to enable 
teenagers to develop confidence, self-efficacy and 
employability skills.  In the last year, the programme 
supported 1,744 young people in 75 schools across 
England with the support of  489 mentors.

• Mosaic Enterprise Challenge – our national 
competition which enables school teams to learn 
about business and entrepreneurship saw a record 
4,898 young people compete across over 100 
schools and supported by 531 business mentors.  
This year saw the youngest-ever winning team from 
Eden Girl’s School in Waltham Forest.

• Ex-Offender Mentoring Programme – an intensive 
1:1 mentoring programme to support young 
offenders as they come to the end of  their custodial 
sentence and return to the community, with the 
ultimate aim to avoid them re-offending, this year we 
enabled 74 mentoring relationships to take place 
around the country.

• International Leadership Programme – a year-
long development programme for talented young 
leaders across the world.  The Mosaic International 
Leadership Programme 2015 concluded in May 
2015, with a highlight of  the year being the report-
back event with His Royal Highness The Prince of  
Wales at Clarence House. In addition, the first ever 
in-country leadership programme - the Mosaic 
Leadership Programme: Jordan (MLP:JO) – was 
piloted in Jordan in March 2015 with its success 
prompting a further JOD100,000 investment from 
key in-country partners.  This programme is now 
delivered by Prince’s Trust International. 

• International Enterprise Challenge – our local 
partners in Qatar and Jordan deliver suitably-
tailored versions of  our school business competition 
to promote entrepreneurship and business skills. 
Last year, the programme reached 2,224 young 
people across the two countries. Preparations were 
well-advanced for the programme’s expansion 
to Pakistan. This programme is now delivered by 
Prince’s Trust International.
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In the ninth year of  operation, we were delighted to 
deliver our programmes to more young people, in 
more schools and prisons and with more volunteer 
mentors than ever before. The impact scores as well as 
feedback from those involved in our programmes was 
also higher than before, testament to the strength of  
the design of  our programmes and the calibre of  the 
volunteers involved. 

Notable highlights this year 
included:
• We successfully secured re-accreditation for our 

schools programmes through NCVO Mentoring 
and Befriending’s Approved Provider Standard, the 
nationally-recognised quality standard for mentoring 
programmes. We received some useful suggestions 
for further development which we will take forward in 
the coming year.

• This Finals of  this year’s Enterprise Challenge, 
supported by The Apax Foundation and Qatar 
Charity UK, were held in May at international law 
firm Hogan Lovells LLP and were won by the 
youngest ever winning team, Team S-MART from 
Eden Girls’ school in Waltham Forest, London.  We 
celebrated the climax of  this year’s competition with 
entrepreneur and former star of  the BBC’s Dragon’s 
Den James Caan CBE and Solomon Ian-Sangala 
who at the age of  18 has been voted one of  City 
AM’s 100 most influential entrepreneurs in the UK. 
The top six teams from across the 105 competing 
schools battled to be the overall winners. 

• In September 2015, we were delighted that HRH 
The Prince of  Wales and HE Sheikh Faisal Bin 
Qassim Al Thani, Chairman of  our Platinum Patrnons 
the Al-Faisal Without Borders Foundation, was 
able to see at first hand the impact of  the ex-
offender programme at HMP Leeds. The visit also 
saw Government Ministers from the Home Office 
and Department of  Justice attend, which has 
subsequently resulted in follow-up discussions about 
unlocking the potential of  the Mosaic ex-offender 
programme on a more national scale.

• In April 2016, we held a ‘Seeing is Believing’ visit 
to showcase the Inspiring Youth Programme of  the 
Heathrow Community Fund, which was delivered by 
Mosaic and The Challenge. VIP delegates, led by 
Steve Ronald, Chairman of  the Heathrow Community 
Fund, included the Chairman of  the Charity 
Commission William Shawcross and Chairman of  
Step Up To Serve Sir Nick Parker.

• We completed Phase Two of  our ground-breaking 
longitudinal impact study for our Secondary 
School Group Mentoring Programme, conducted 
independently by the renowned National Centre 
for Social Studies (NatCen).   Overall qualitative 
findings revealed participants believed the Mosaic 
secondary school group mentoring programme was 
helpful to them, particularly in terms of  improving 
their confidence and self-efficacy and helping them 
feel more positively about school.

• In September 2015, Mosaic secondary school 
programmes were for the second year running 
included in the Department of  Education’s statutory 
guidance for careers advice. The guidance states 
that every school should engage fully with their 
local employer and professional community, with it 
specifically pointing towards Mosaic programmes as 
examples of  best practice to benefit pupils.

• In a major speech announcing a £12M investment in 
a new national mentoring scheme to be led by The 
Careers and Enterprise Company, the then Prime 
Minister referenced the success of  Mosaic.  As 
part of  the Government’s Life Chances strategy, the 
Prime Minster took inspiration from the impressive 
results achieved by Mosaic in using mentors from 
the business community to inspire and support 
young people in areas of  deprivation.  

• Mosaic was delighted to formally launch its 
operations in Scotland, becoming its sixth region 
that saw the delivery of  the Enterprise Challenge 
competition in Glasgow, including crowning its 
regional winners from Hollybrook Academy. 

• In May 2016, Mosaic teamed up with The Soutbank 
Centre to host two Primary School Graduations as 
part of  the Alchemy Festival, a vibrant collection of  
performances, exhibitions and workshops held at 
the Southbank Centre that celebrate the relationship 
between the UK and the Asian subcontinent. 
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Over the last year, Mosaic 
has worked with more than 
10,400 young people across 
six regions in the UK and 
Internationally.

• In July 2016, the findings of  two reports into the state 
of  volunteering in prisons across England and Wales 
were released, with Mosaic’s ex-offender mentoring 
programme one of  14 organisations selected as a 
case study to support the research. Led by Clinks, 
the national infrastructure organisation supporting 
voluntary sector organisations in the Criminal Justice 
System, and User Voice, an ex-offender led charity, 
the two reports were commissioned by Andrew 
Selous MP, then Minister for Prisons, Probation and 
Rehabilitation, as part of  the Valuing Volunteering in 
the Criminal Justice System project. 

• In April 2016, Mosaic teamed up with Marks 
and Spencer to help boost pupils’ employability 
prospects with a day-long entrepreneurial event 
featuring ‘Dragon’ and entrepreneur Touker 
Suleyman. The ‘Spark Someone’s Future’ initiative, 
hosted by the retail giant, invited pupils from seven 
schools to be given the unique opportunity to design 
and market a Rio 2016 Olympic inspired t-shirt for 
a teenage audience, which is now being sold by 
Marks and Spencer.

Team Jamboree, winners of  the inaugural Scotland Enterprise Challenge Regional Finals
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Our primary school mentoring programme 
aims to raise aspirations of young girls 
and boys, aged 9-11 years old, and to help 
empower their parents so that they are better 
able to support their children fulfil their 
potential.  Mosaic’s volunteer mentors support 
the students and their parents in classroom 
sessions to explore a range of issues from 
education, role models and gender roles 
in society.  Building on the programme’s 
previous focus on girls and their mothers, 
the programme now caters for boys and 
their fathers. The programme includes a visit 
to a university, and a graduation ceremony 
to award certificates and congratulate the 
participants (pupils, parents and mentors).

We are pleased to report that this year’s programme has 
been the strongest since its inception, with all targets 
having been met or exceeded: 

• The programme supported 1,530 young people and 
their parents, against the target of  1,440. 

• 82% of  the beneficiaries supported were drawn from 
the 20% most deprived areas of  the country, against 
the target of  80%. 

• we exceeded the target number of  volunteer mentors 
supporting the programme, with 372 mentors engaged 
against the target of  350. 

• we have met the target of  70 Primary schools engaged 

• a record number of  121 parents applied for Level 1 
course accreditation through our qualification partners 
at Education Partnerships UK.

2008/09 64

2009/10 90

2010/11 180

2011/12 495

2012/13 826

2013/14 1030

2014/15 1344

2015/16 1530

Total Mentees

Primary School Programme Headline partners: Human Appeal

With additional support of: People’s Postcode Lottery, Aziz Foundation,  
TRS Foundation, John Laing Charitable Trust 
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Total Mentors 

2008/09 12

2009/10 16

2010/11 40

2011/12 120

2012/13 178

2013/14 244

2014/15 320

2015/16 372

Total Schools 

2008/09 2

2009/10 5

2010/11 20

2011/12 25

2012/13 40

2013/14 50

2014/15 64

2015/16 70

Impact Assessment and Satisfaction 
Results
The Impact Assessment data for the full year showed an overall 
average increase across the three metrics of  confidence, self-
efficacy and employability of  47% and the breakdown is below:

Confidence Self-efficacy Employability Overall

% change +43% +48% +49% +47%

In addition, highlights of  the feedback collected are as follows:

• Teacher feedback 

– 100% of  teachers rated the Primary School programme as 
good, very good or excellent 

– 100% of  teachers agreed or strongly agreed that they had 
been supported by their regional Mosaic member of  staff  

– 100% of  teachers rated the Teacher and Mentor resource 
pack as either good, very good or excellent 

– 100% of  teachers would recommend the Mosaic Primary 
School Mentoring programme to other schools

• Mentor feedback

– 95% of  mentors rated their experience of  mentoring on 
the Primary School programme as good, very good or 
excellent 

– 95% of  mentors rated the Teacher and Mentor resource 
pack as either good, very good or excellent 

– 90% of  mentors would recommend mentoring on the 
Mosaic Primary School programme to others

Mentors’ comments as to what they enjoyed about the Mosaic 
Mentoring programme include: “The moment where girls 
felt confident enough to work with another mother, and form 
friendships with girls from other classes in their year group that 
they may not have spoken to before” and “Having my eyes 
opened to how articulate the girls were about who they would 
like to be and what they would like to achieve”. 
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Programme Highlights
We delivered 17 Primary Programme Graduation 
ceremonies over London, South East, West Midlands, 
North West and Yorkshire over the 2015/16 academic 
year. Venues included the House of  Lords, Bank 
Centre, Manchester Metropolitan University, Surrey 
University, Birmingham University, Leeds Trinity 
University and law firm Norton Rose Fulbright LLP. 

Keynote speakers came from rich and diverse 
backgrounds, and included: Baroness Manzoor CBE 
of  Knightsbridge; Shahin Ashraf  MBE, an inter-faith 
organiser; Shami Chakrabarti CBE, Director of  Liberty; 
Muna Choudhury, Senior Executive from Ashram 
Moseley; and Jenny Garrett, author of  ‘Rocking Your 
Role’. Speaking at a special graduation ceremony held 
at the Southbank Centre in London, Baroness Williams 
of  Trafford said“We have some of the most hard-

working and talented young people in the world and 
Mosaic’s mentoring programme is evidently inspiring 
the eloquent speakers I have seen here today. I am a 
firm believer that everyone can benefit from positive 
role models in their life and I am delighted to hear that 
these pupils have exciting plans for their futures.”

In May 2016, Mosaic teamed up with The Soutbank 
Centre to host two Primary School Graduations as 
part of  the Alchemy Festival, a vibrant collection of  
performances, exhibitions and workshops held at 
the Southbank Centre that celebrate the relationship 
between the UK and the Asian subcontinent. 

Typical of  the comments from young people involved 
is that of  Lyba from Wyndcliffe Primary School: “I 
enjoyed Mosaic because I was not as confident as I am 
now. Before I never used to talk out loud as much as 
I do now. The mentors were really nice, whenever we 
struggled they helped us”
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Mosaic’s secondary school mentoring programme 
aims to close the gap between young people’s 
aspirations and their attainment, by linking them with 
positive role models. The programme places volunteer 
mentors from professional backgrounds into a school 
group over a number of  sessions. The mentors lead 
classroom discussions and activities with the young 
people about subjects such as confidence, motivation, 
team work, and the skills needed to enter and progress 
in a career. The programme can also include a visit to a 
local workplace and an inspirational speaker.

We are pleased to report a strong performance for this 
key programme this year: 

• 1,744 young people were supported through the 
programme, against the target of  1,440, with the 
support of  489 volunteer mentors. 

• 81% of  the beneficiaries supported were drawn from 
the 20% most deprived areas of  the country, against 
the target of  80%. 

• we exceeded the target of  schools engaged, 
supporting 75 schools against a target of  72.

• World of  Work visits included those to DLA Piper, 
Morrisons, KPMG, Al Rayan Bank, Carillion 
Harrington Brookes, Balfour Beatty and Hasbro.

• Inspirational Speakers included Baroness Warsi , 
Nazir Afzal - Crown Prosecution Service, Aesha Zafa 
– BBC, Salma Zulfiqar – UNESCO and Anuja Dhir - 
an Old Bailey Judge!

Impact Assessment and Satisfaction 
Results
The Impact Assessment data for the full year showed 
an overall average increase across the three metrics of  
confidence, self-efficacy and employability of  9% and 
the breakdown is below:

Confidence Self-efficacy Employability Overall

% change +12% +8% +6% +9%

In addition, highlights of  the feedback collected are as 
follows:

• Teacher feedback:

– 100% of  teachers rated their mentors as good, 
very good or excellent 

– 92% of  teachers rated the Secondary School 
programme as good, very good or excellent 

– 89% of  teachers would recommend the Mosaic 
Secondary School Mentoring programme to 
other schools

– 86% of  mentors would recommend mentoring 
on the Mosaic Secondary School programme 
to others

In 2014/15  
we have  
worked with...

1744 
students

489 
mentors

75 
schools

Secondary School Programme Headline partners: Al Faisal Without Borders Foundation

With additional support of: People’s Postcode Lottery, Heathrow Community Trust,  
Rangoonwala Foundation  
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• Mentor feedback:

– 89% of  mentors agreed or strongly agreed that 
they had personally benefitted from being a 
Secondary School Mentor 

– 87% of  mentors felt that by mentoring they were 
giving something back 

– 86% of  mentors rated their experience of  
mentoring on the Secondary School programme 
as good, very good or excellent 

This year was the second of  our longitudinal study in 
the impact of  mentoring on young people. Our aim is 
to understand and measure the long-term impact of  
mentoring on young people’s life chances. The study 
is being independently conducted by the National 
Centre for Social Research (NatCen). This year NatCen 

successfully applied to the National Student Database 
in order to gain data from a comparison group of  
young people who had not received Mosaic mentoring. 
This data will be compared against the intervention 
group who took part in Mosaic. 

NatCen’s Year 2 Interim report, which was the survey 
and qualitative case studies, showed the key findings 
to be:

• Young people who participated in the Mosaic 
Mentoring Programme reported improved 
levels of  self-esteem and confidence since the 
baseline survey. The qualitative data revealed that 
participants felt more confident about life skills such 
as job or university interviews, asking questions at 
school or college, talking to new people, trying new 
activities and their future plans. 

• Participants had more defined future plans with 
significantly more reporting an interest in doing 
A-levels and wanting to go onto university at Wave 
Two than at baseline. In some cases this change 
was attributed to taking part in the Mosaic Mentoring 
Programme, which had helped these participants 
identify key milestones to achieving future plans. 

• Furthermore, there was an improvement in 
participants’ overall attitudes towards school. For 
example, significantly more participants in the Wave 
Two survey agreed that ‘school or college work is 
worth doing’ and reported getting good marks for 
their work. 

Programme Highlights
In September 2015, Mosaic secondary school 
programmes were for the second year running 
included in the Department for Education’s statutory 
guidance for careers advice. The guidance states 
that every school should engage fully with their 
local employer and professional community, with it 
specifically pointing towards Mosaic programmes as 
examples of  best practice to benefit pupils.

In a major speech announcing a £12M investment in 
a new national mentoring scheme to be led by The 
Careers and Enterprise Company, the then Prime 
Minister referenced the success of  Mosaic.  As part 
of  the Government’s Life Chances strategy, the Prime 
Minster took inspiration from the impressive results 
achieved by Mosaic in using mentors from the business 
community to inspire and support young people in 
areas of  deprivation.  

Mexican Ambassador visit to Westminster Academy 
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In addition to the core mentoring sessions, we have 
hosted a series of  exciting World of  Work visits and 
inspirational speakers across all schools this year.  In 
May 2015, more than 50 Students from Little Ilford 
School, who took part in the Mosaic Secondary 
School Programme, listened to the US Ambassador 
to the UK Matthew Barzon discuss his journey to 
the role of  Ambassador. Having gone through an 
interactive presentation with Ambassador Barzon, the 
students were afforded the opportunity to play foreign 
dignitaries themselves, with discussions revolving 
around the United States and its policies at home and 
abroad, with the Ambassador responding to each of  
the students. Talking about the Ambassador’s visit, 
Famida Noor Mahomed, Head of  Year 10 at Little Ilford 
School, commented: “The partnership that Little 
Ilford School has with Mosaic is a strong and tangible 
bond. This has opened up new experiences for our 
young people. This partnership has made it possible 
for the students to think outside of the box and to aim 
even higher with their aspirations especially since 
meeting the US ambassador.”

His Excellency Diego Antonio Gomez Pickering 
visited Westminster Academy in London, June 
2015 where he met with Mosaic Chairman Shabir 
Randeree CBE, and delivered an inspirational 
talk to the Mosaic students. After the visit, His 
Excellency commented: “I was inspired by the work 
of Mosaic and the accomplishments of the project 
at the Westminster Academy, particularly by the 
results of the model of mentorship programme in 
disadvantages areas.”

In April 2016, Mosaic teamed up with Marks and 
Spencer to help boost pupils’ employability prospects 
with a day-long entrepreneurial event featuring ‘Dragon’ 
and entrepreneur Touker Suleyman. The ‘Spark 
Someone’s Future’ initiative, hosted by the retail giant, 
invited pupils from seven schools to be given the 
unique opportunity to design and market a Rio 2016 
Olympic inspired t-shirt for a teenage audience, which 
is now being sold by Marks and Spencer.

In April 2016, we held a ‘Seeing is Believing’ visit to 
showcase the ‘Inspiring Youth Programme’ of  the 
Heathrow Community Fund, which was delivered by 
Mosaic and The Challenge. ‘Inspiring Youth’ is aimed 
at encouraging youth engagement in the communities 
around Heathrow Airport. The contribution from the 

Heathrow Fund is intended to foster links between 
3,000 young people and local voluntary organisations, 
community groups, as well as businesses and future 
employers. VIP delegates, led by Steve Ronald, 
Chairman, Heathrow Community Fund visited Thomas 
Knyvett College and joined students from Secondary 
School Mentoring Programme ‘Step Up To Serve’ 
Module. Outcomes from the day included a £5k pledge 
from Aviserv, Mentors and Pro Bono support from 
Wilmott Dixon Construction Company and continued 
support from Human Appeal.
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The Enterprise Challenge connects teams 
of students with volunteer mentors from 
the business community to learn about 
business, compete through a business 
simulation game and come up with fantastic 
socially responsible business ideas. The top-
scoring teams present their business idea at 
a regional finals event, after which regional 
winners compete in a National Grand Finals 
where the overall winner is announced.

This year, the 2015/16 Mosaic Enterprise Challenge 
has been bigger and more fiercely contested than ever 
before:

• Against a target of  4,440 beneficiaries, we are 
delighted to report that we exceeded our target 
by working with 4,898 young people across 
105 schools.

• we exceeded the target number of  volunteer 
mentors supporting the programme, with 531 
mentors engaged against the target of  444.

• 80% of  the beneficiaries supported were drawn from 
the 20% most deprived areas of  the country, against 
the target of  80%.  

We received excellent coverage from our media 
partners at The Huffington Post as well as wider media 
coverage.  On social media, the day of  the Finals was 
Mosaic’s busiest ever day on Twitter with our tweets 
generating almost 40,000 impressions.

Imogen Francis, a Mentor from the law firm, 
Shakespeare Martineau LLP, wrote about the Enterprise 
Challenge from a Mentor’s perspective: “This Challenge 
is dual purpose, so that the mentors, as well as the 
children, learn and develop throughout the Challenge. 
Mentors are trained in key mentoring skills, methods 
and processes before beginning to help them offer the 
best guidance for the children, and they also develop 
their softer skills delivering the mentoring sessions, not 
to mention brushing up on their business skills. I have 
found that these skills have come in handy during real 
life work scenarios. This is a well-structured, smoothly 
run, relevant and engaging business game”.

This year’s winners were Eden Girls’ School from Waltham Forest in London

Mosaic Enterprise Challenge Headline partners: Apax Foundation, Qatar Charity UK 

With additional support of: Nael Faragy, Hermes Investment  

4898 
students

531 
mentors

105 
schools

Nael  
Faragy
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Impact Assessment and Satisfaction 
Results
• Students:

– 87% of  students rate the competition as either 
good, very good or excellent 

– 73% of  students agree or strongly agree that they 
learnt a lot from their mentors

– 77% of  students agree or strongly agree that they 
feel confident that they know the basics about 
working in business

 

• Teachers: 

– 98% of  teachers rate their mentors as good, very 
good or excellent

– 96% of  teachers rate the mentors role as valuable, 
very valuable or extremely valuable 

– 86% of  teachers rate the competition as either 
very good or excellent

– 78% of  teachers said their students were very 
engaged or extremely engaged in the Challenge

 

• Mentors:

– 92% of  mentors rate their experience of  
mentoring on the Enterprise Challenge 
competition as good, very good or excellent 

– 89% of  mentors would recommend mentoring on 
the Enterprise Challenge Competition to others 

– 99% of  mentors rate the resource pack as either 
good, very good or excellent 

87% 
of  students rate the 
Mosaic competition 
as either good, very 

good or excellent 

77% 
of students agree or 

strongly agree that they 
feel confident that they 
know the basics about 

working in business

96% 
of teachers rate the 

mentors role as 
valuable, very valuable 
or extremely valuable

92% 
of mentors rate their 

experience of mentoring 
on the Enterprise 

Challenge competition 
as good, very good 

or excellent

99% 
of mentors rate the 

resource pack as either 
good, very good or 

excellent

Feedback from schools and students was, again, 
very strong this year:

Our mentors also learned from and enjoyed 
the competition:
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Programme Highlights
The competition highlights:

• For the first time we had schools from Glasgow, 
Scotland participating and attending the National 
Final.

• Business mentors supported the competition from 
organisations such as Marks and Spencer, HSBC, 
Jaguar Land Rover, PwC and Ernst and Young.

• The Ethical Business case studies this year came 
from McDonalds, Toms Shoes and Marks and 
Spencer.

• ParentPay, the UK’s market leading online payment 
service for schools and families, announced that it is 
commencing a three-year patronage of  Mosaic.

• 2015 winners ‘Team iRoundUp’ from Skinners 
Academy, Hackney will see their winning business 
idea, turned into a commercial reality by ParentPay, 
the online payment service for schools and families.

The Grand Final was hosted at the offices of  Hogan 
Lovells LLP in London and featured keynote speeches 
by entrepreneur and former star of  the BBC’s Dragon’s 
Den James Caan CBE and Solomon Ian-Sangala who 
at the age of  18 has been voted as one of  City AM’s 
100 most influential entrepreneurs in the UK. 

Team S-MART impressed the experienced judging 
panel with their idea for a secure online trading portal 
via which pupils can buy and swap anything from 
unwanted school books to their own art pieces.   The 
team of  five Year 7 girls are the youngest ever to win 
the competition, narrowly beating Team Hand-Up from 
Dixon’s Academy in Yorkshire and Team Eazo Peazo 
from Rivers Academy in Feltham into second and third 
place respectively. Pupils from Team S-MART said: “We 
just can’t believe it. This feels like a dream. We worked 
really hard with our mentor on the idea and we knew it 
was good. But to win is just amazing. The competition 
has taught us so much especially about being confident 
when standing up and talking in front of other people”.  
The winning team’s teacher said: “The girls have been 
relentless and have worked every possible hour on 
their idea. All of us at the school are so proud of them. 
Their mentor was absolutely brilliant and worked very 
hard with them, not just on the idea itself but also on 
presentation skills”.

After the event, all six teams were whisked away 
to enjoy a trip on the London Eye, Duck Tour and 
afternoon tea at Harrods. The winning team also 
enjoyed an additional prize of  a thrilling 30 minute 
helicopter ride over London, facilitated by Yousef  Ali 
Al-Khater, Qatar’s ambassador to the UK, as well as a 
cheque for £3000 for their school.

After the final, schools were invited to take part in the 
Enterprise Challenge ‘Bootcamp’, a one day workshop 
run by businesswoman and trainer Melody Hossaini 
of  InspirEngage. Throughout the day, Melody built on 
the impressive skills that the young people had already 
demonstrated in the Enterprise Challenge competition 
and led workshops for them designed to hone and 
extend their business acumen and further raise their 
confidence.

The feedback from the pupils at the end of  the boot 
camp was very positive. Nathan Gage from Rivers 
Academy in Hounslow said: “I enjoyed today very much 
and I learnt a lot of valuable skills about communication 
in business.”  Hamzah Khan, Head of  Year 9 at Dixon 
Kings Academy, said: “Today’s Enterprise boot camp 
has been fantastic. Melody engaged the students in a 
really fun and interactive way whilst also helping them 
to understand some important business concepts and 
develop the skills needed to be a successful social 
entrepreneur. The students have had a great day and 
I’m sure it will give them the confidence and know-how 
to be able to achieve great things in business in the 
future.”
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Mosaic’s Ex-Offender Programme links 
volunteer mentors with prisoners as 
they are preparing for release. Volunteer 
mentors work one to one with their mentee 
to establish the areas of support which 
will help the person to avoid re-offending. 
Mentoring relationships last for a period 
of approximately 12 months: six during 
custody, six months in the community.

This year, the programme facilitated 74 mentoring 
matches, the best yearly result of  the programme to 
date, and we are now working in 13 institutions across 
the regions.

Training given to our volunteers is provided by 
InterCHANGE people development. Feedback from 
Mentors regarding the quality of  the training for the 
programme is 4.79/5.

Mosaic is currently delivering the programme across 
the following establishments:

• HMP Wealstun (Cat C) Prison Adult Male 

• HMP Leeds (Cat B) Prison Adult Male 

• HMP Belmarsh (High Security) Adult Male 

• HMP Brixton (Cat B & C) Prison Adult male 

• HMP YOI Isis 18-21 Males 

• HMP Pentonville (Cat B) Prison Adult Male 

• HMP Rochester (Adult Male)

• HMP YOI Feltham 18-21 Males 

• HMP Woodhill (High Security) Adult Male 

• HMP Wormwood Scrubs 

• HMP YOI Brinsford (18-21 Males) 

• HMP Styal (Women and YOI)

• HMP Manchester (High Security)

• Heathrow Immigration Removal Centre

Ex-Offender mentoring programme Headline partners: Al Faisal Without Borders Foundation

With additional support of: People’s Postcode Lottery,  
Heathrow Community Trust, Rangoonwala Foundation  
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Programme Highlights
In September 2015, we were delighted that HRH The 
Prince of  Wales and HE Sheikh Faisal Bin Qassim Al 
Thani, Chairman of  our Platinum Patrons The Al-Faisal 
Without Borders Foundation, was able to see at first 
hand the impact of  the ex-offender programme at HMP 
Leeds. Since the visit our programme has come far, 
and we are looking to unlock its potential on a more 
national scale.

In July 2016, the findings of  two reports into the state 
of  volunteering in prisons across England and Wales 
were released, with Mosaic’s ex-offender mentoring 
programme one of  14 organisations selected as a 
case study to support the research. Led by Clinks, 
the national infrastructure organisation supporting 
voluntary sector organisations in the Criminal Justice 
System, and User Voice, an ex-offender led charity, the 
two reports were commissioned by Andrew Selous MP, 
then Minister for Prisons, Probation and Rehabilitation, 
as part of  the Valuing Volunteering in the Criminal 
Justice System project. 

The Ex-Offender programme will feature in Edexcel’s 
GSCE Religious Studies next year as an example of  a 
community-led programme to address social issues.  

Mosaic is referenced in the section on ‘Working to end 
the causes of  crime’ in the chapter on Islamic teaching 
on Crime and Punishment. Mosaic is mentioned along 
with the Muslim Chaplains’ Association as charities that 
work to end the causes of  crime.

We have some very exciting developments with the 
Ex-Offender programme for 2016/17, in the form of  six 
Employability Workshops in partnership with the Mitie 
Foundation. The workshops will work with prisoners 
on successful disclosure of  a criminal conviction to a 
potential employer how to write a C.V. and improve 

their interview skills. The employability focus on the 
mentoring will enable them to have a structured 
dialogue with their mentee moving forwards. On a 
prisoner’s release, we will be able to signpost them 
to Sue Ryder Charity Care, which encourages ex-
offenders to apply to work in their charity shops and 
who have agreed to guarantee a formal interview. 
Businesses who are also interested in supporting the 
employability workshops include Marks & Spencer, The 
Highways Agency and Greggs.
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The International Leadership Programme (ILP) is an 
innovative leadership development opportunity which 
aims to develop leadership skills, inspire thinking about 
global issues and equip young people to become 
involved in their local communities.  The aims of  the ILP 
are:

• To develop leadership ability and an aspiration to be 
an agent of  change;

• To develop an understanding of  key global issues 
and inspire positive thinking to address them;

• To equip delegates to become an active and positive 
part of  their community.

The key objective of  the ILP is for delegates to put 
into action the skills they learned during the Summit to 
deliver a project which focuses on the ILP’s themes – 
global poverty, sustainability and climate change, and 
bringing communities together – and has a tangible 
and positive effect on the project beneficiaries. In the 
12 months following the Summit delegates work with 
their Mosaic mentors to develop and implement their 
action plans in their local communities.

The team’s achievements in cultivating strategic 
relationships with funders and delivery partners has 
been a crucial part of  this success and will stand the 
programmes in good stead as they move to their new 
home at Prince’s Trust International (PTI). 

Impact Assessment and Satisfaction 
Results
By the end of  the Programme, delegates reported the 
following impacts as a result of  their participation:

• 94% agree or strongly agreed with the statement  
“I have a clear understanding of global issues and 
how they affect my local community”;

• 89% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement  
“I am capable and confident in working effectively 
with people from other backgrounds and cultures”;

• 77% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement 
“I have the skill-set required to make a positive 
difference in my local community”;

• 83% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement  
“If I encounter an obstacle to achieving my aims, I 
feel confidence I could overcome it”;

• 71% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement 
“I have made a positive contribution to improving the 
life of people and/or environment around me”.

Examples of  some of  the impressive projects 
delivered by the Programme delegates include a new 
employee volunteering programme in Saudi Arabia, 
an innovative programme to build social innovations 
to support the poor in Bangladesh, and a commercial 
kitchen in Turkey to provide employment and business 
opportunities for Syrian refugees.

International Leadership Programme Global partners: HM King Abdullah II Fund for 
Development, The European Azerbaijani Society 

With the support of: Zain Jordan, Arab Bank, Jordan 
Phosphate Mining Company

Gold Partners: UK Aid, Prudence Foundation 

Silver Partners: Inclusive Ventures Group, Kamal 
Exchange, Crescent Petroleum, Shell 

Official Learning Partners: Pearn Kandola

Official Airline Partners: Etihad Airways

Official Accommodation Partner: Landmark Hotel

THIS HAS BEEN A GREAT JOURNEY. MY ACTION 
PLAN IS SUCCESSFULLY FLOURISHING AND OVER 
THE YEARS TO COME I WILL BE ABLE TO SEE A 
BIGGER IMPACT. I WOULD LIKE TO THANK MOSAIC 
FOR GIVING ME THE OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE 
IN THE ILP WHICH HAS GIVEN ME A PLATFORM TO 
ACHIEVE MY DREAM AND ALSO TAUGHT ME THE 
SKILLS TO LEAD IT. 

SHARLIN HOSSAIN, BANGLADESHI DELEGATE
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Programme Highlights
The 2015 programme began with the Mosaic 
International Leadership Summit from 18-29 May 
2015 in Amman, Jordan. His Majesty King Abdullah 
II of  Jordan was the Royal Patron of  Mosaic’s 2015 
International Leadership Programme, which was 
delivered in partnership with the King Abdullah II Fund 
for Development.

80 young international representatives from 18 
countries converged on Jordan to take part in 
Mosaic’s International Summit 2015. The intensive 
training residential course was delivered over 12 days, 
providing delegates with the opportunity to enhance 
their skills and to explore themes which must be 
addressed in order to be a responsible leader.

The International Leadership Programme 2015 
concluded in May 2015, with a highlight of  the year 
being the report-back event with His Royal Highness 
The Prince of  Wales at Clarence House in which 
delegates shared their achievements with His Royal 
Highness.  

With generous support from the United Kingdom’s 
Department for International Development (DFID) and 
Zain Jordan, as well as the assistance of  the King 
Abdullah II Fund for Development and other local 
partners, Mosaic, for the first time, delivered an in-
country version of  the ILP.  The Mosaic Leadership 
Programme: Jordan (MLP-JO) is a legacy of  the ILP 
Summit 2015, which was held in Amman, designed to 
support the development of  a larger cadre of  young 
Jordanian leaders of  the future.

The MLP-JO is a year-long programme and aims to 
equip young Jordanians with the skills needed to effect 
sustained, positive change in their communities.  The 
key areas of  skills development are:

• To develop leadership ability and an aspiration to be 
an agent of  change;

• To develop an understanding of  key global issues 
and inspire positive thinking to address them;

• To equip delegates to become an active and positive 
part of  their community.

The Programme begins by gathering 40 delegates 
together for the MLP-JO Summit, a period of  intense 
training, featuring respected leadership trainers and 
speakers.  The Summit includes leadership skills 
workshops, inspirational sessions on global issues 
such as poverty and sustainability, and visits to the 
local area which demonstrate leadership in action.  
The 2016 Summit took place between 17 – 21 March 
Amman, Jordan at the Zain Innovation Campus (ZINC) 
and the KAFD Gaming Lab.

At the Graduation ceremony delegates were thrilled by 
the announcement from HE Imad Fakhoury, Chairman 
of  our partners King Abdullah II Fund for Development 
and Mr Ahmad Hanandeh, CEO of  Zain Jordan that 
each organisation will contribute 50,000 Jordanian 
Dinars, approximately £100,000 in aggregate, to 
establish a seed fund for delegates’ projects.  In 
addition to the support from co-founding partners 
the Department for International Development and of  
Edward Oakden, Her Majesty’s Ambassador to the 
Hashemite Kingdom of  Jordan, the MLP-JO has the 
support of  some of  the most high profile individuals 
and organisations in the country.
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In academic year 2015/16, we have 
supported partner organisations to 
deliver the Enterprise Challenge in Jordan 
and Qatar, both of which have had very 
successful years. Significant preparation 
and training of our delivery partner (SEED 
Ventures) was undertaken ahead of 
commencement of delivery of the Enterprise 
Challenge Pakistan in September 2016. 
SEED Ventures, are very keen to grow this 
programme and have high ambitions for it to 
become the biggest enterprise programme in 
schools in Pakistan.

These programmes are now being taken forward by 
The Prince’s Trust International.

Enterprise Business Challenge 
Jordan
INJAZ delivered another successful Enterprise 
Challenge Jordan reaching 1,191 students in 
34 schools across Jordan this academic year. A 
successful Finals event was held in May 2016. The 
winners were a team from Wadi Mousa Secondary 
School for Girls, from the Maa’n Governorate. INJAZ 
have raised funds locally to develop the programme 
further in 2016/17. 

2015/16 Jordan Achieved

Beneficiaries 1191

Schools 34

Mentors 34

After taking part in the programme, 96% of  students 
stated that if  given the opportunity, they would feel 
confident running a successful business.

Enterprise Challenge Qatar
2015/16 was an excellent year for Enterprise 
Challenge Qatar, which impacted on more young 
people than ever before. 

2015/16 Qatar Achieved

Beneficiaries 1000

Schools 25

Universities 13

Mentors 100

The impact assessment results in particular were a real 
highlight of  the programme this year:

• Students were specifically asked if  they would 
consider setting up their own business. Before 
mentoring 21% agreed. Post mentoring this had 
increased to 76%.

• Students were also asked if  they feel confident about 
the basics of  working in business. Before mentoring 
32% agreed. Post mentoring this had increased to 
86%.

International Enterprise Challenge Headline Partners: Shell Qatar (Jordan),  
Al Faisal With Borders Foundation (Jordan) 

THIS PROGRAMME MADE ME LIVE THE LIFE OF 
BUSINESSMEN, KNOW THE DIFFICULTIES I MIGHT 
FACE, AS WELL AS THE SOLUTIONS. IT MAKES 
ME KNOW THE RIGHT WAYS TO START MY OWN 
BUSINESS. 

STUDENT, JORDAN

THE ENTERPRISE CHALLENGE IS AN EXCELLENT 
AND VERY INTERESTING PROGRAM WHICH GIVES 
THE STUDENTS AN OPPORTUNITY TO KNOW THE 
MEANING OF BUSINESS AND COMPANIES, IT’S A 
GREAT AND HUGE OPPORTUNITY TO ENHANCE 
STUDENTS’ KNOWLEDGE TO START TO THINKING 
ABOUT THEIR OWN BUSINESS. 

MS. ALIA SARABI, VOLUNTEER MENTOR
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Mentors
Mentors are at the very heart of  Mosaic. Mosaic’s 
mentors are volunteers that want to make a difference 
to society and help to make our work possible by 
giving just a few hours a month. The majority of  our 
mentors say that by participating in Mosaic they feel 
that they are able to give something back, and that they 
had personally benefitted from being a mentor.

We are hugely proud and grateful of  all those who step 
up to become a Mosaic mentor and we are especially 
keen to recognise those who go above and beyond the 
normal expectations of  a mentor.  We do this through 
our Hero of  the Month scheme, which culminates in the 
Princess Badiya ‘Mentor of  the Year Award’.

In 2015, we were delighted to announce Waseem Khan 
as the winner of  the Princess Badiya Mentor of  the 
Year Award. Waseem is an accountant at chartered 
accountancy firm, Hentons in Yorkshire.  Waseem 
received the prestigious award from HRH Princess 
Badiya and said immediately afterwards: “I’m ecstatic 
to have won and a little surprised because the calibre of 
the other finalists was so amazing. I’ve been mentoring 
on the Enterprise Challenge programme for four years 
now and it’s just been a great opportunity to share my 
experiences and act as a role model for the young 
people of my community.  The most rewarding part of 
the role is every year seeing the students grow and 
likewise I learn new things from them. They often start 
the programme a little nervous but by the end their 
confidence has grown hugely and they believe that they 
can achieve anything.”

In 2016, we have the following four Regional Mentors 
of  the Year who will go forward to the Princess Badiya 
Mentor of  the Year Award which will be announced in 
late-2016: 

• London Region – Khalid Khan from Hermes 
Investment Management, whose phenomenal record 
mentoring on the Enterprise Challenge competition 
saw him take two teams through to the London 
Regional Finals, eventually winning the national 
competition through Team S-Mart from Eden Girls’ 
School. 

• South East Region – Nageen Faruqi, a trained 
accountant who has taken on multiple mentoring 
sessions on the Primary School Programme in the 
region to great success.

• West Midlands Region – Nasrin Akthar from 
Birmingham City University, a remarkable mentor 
who has mentored in 12 Primary School mentoring 
programmes in the region in less than 5 years, as 
well as organising multiple world of  work visits for 
students on the Mosaic Secondary School Group 
mentoring programme. 

• North West Region – Jodi Hamilton from the One 
Advice Group, who has been an excellent mentor 
on the Secondary School programme and has 
organised multiple world of  work visits to her place 
of  work. 

• Yorkshire Region – Kelly Martin, who works for 
Leeds Building Society, was announced as Mosaic’s 
Mentor of  the Year in Yorkshire. The award was in 
recognition of  her fantastic support as a mentor on 
Mosaic’s Secondary School programme.

Mentors and Teachers

FOR ME THE WHOLE EXPERIENCE HAS BEEN VERY 
REWARDING AND I WANT TO SAY THANK YOU 
ESPECIALLY TO THE OTHER MENTORS AT THE ONE 
ADVICE GROUP WHO HAVE ALSO BEEN INVOLVED. WE 
MAKE A GREAT TEAM AND I CONTINUE TO LEARN A 
LOT ABOUT MY COLLEAGUES BECAUSE OF MOSAIC. 
IN FACT I HEARD ONLY YESTERDAY THAT THREE OF 
THE STUDENTS WE MENTORED AT NEWALL GREEN 
HIGH SCHOOL HAVE EITHER GOT APPRENTICESHIPS 
OR JOBS, AND THAT MAKES IT ALL WORTHWHILE. 

JODI HAMILTON,  
NORTH WEST REGION MENTOR OF THE YEAR
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Teachers
In 2015/16, we introduced our inaugural ‘Regional 
Teacher of  the Year Award’ at the Regional annual 
celebration events. Teachers are integral to ensuring 
that the mentoring within school goes to plan. They 
identify those young people who would benefit from the 
opportunity, attend planning meetings and organise 
the release of  the young people from their school 
timetable, so they can be mentored. We are delighted 
to announce this year’s winners are:

• London and South East Region – Fasal Hussain 
from Aylward Academy, who has been instrumental 
in coordinating both the secondary school group 
mentoring and Enterprise Challenge programmes at 
the school.

• West Midlands Region – Yvonne Wykes, Nathan 
Shillingford and Jeremy Douglas Jones won the 
award together, as they work across the three Grace 
Academies in Birmingham as a collective.  They are 
incredibly dedicated and always make mentors feel 
welcome. The sessions across the three schools 
are always extremely well organised. Their work and 
dedication is proven by the fact that many of  the 
current mentors are returning for a second year!

• North West Region – Shahana Ali from Parrs Wood 
High School, who has been responsible for taking 
teams from the school to two consecutive Enterprise 
Challenge Regional Finals.

• Yorkshire Region – Hamzah Khan from Dixons 
Kings Academy, who has continuously gone 
beyond the call of  duty to support his students in 
the delivery of  both the secondary school group 
mentoring and Enterprise Challenge programmes 
this year.
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In common with most charitable organisations providing 
youth and educational support, the significant majority 
of  our expenditure is in staffing costs. In 2015/16, we 
were a team of  21. Other notable costs were the design 
and print of  our comprehensive resource packs for 
teachers, mentors and young people; the costs of  our 
training partner who designed and led the 60+ training 
sessions throughout the year for mentors, and the 
support that we outsourced from an agency in website 
development, media and public relations. We conduct 
a rigorous tendering process on an annual basis for 
these contracts and work in close partnership to ensure 
we are achieving value for money.

Our overall income in 2015/16 was £1.817m 
and expenditure £1.741m, as set out in 
the table below. As per good practise in 
charitable organisations, we look to deliver 
a small surplus, and in 2015/16 achieved a 
surplus of £74,000 in line with the target for 
the year.

2015/16 2014/15 2013/14

Income £1,808.000 £1,662,000 £1,487,000

Expenditure £1,733,000 £1,587,000 £1,426,000

Surplus (Deficit) £74,000 £75,000 £61,000

Secondary 22%

International 
22%%

Offenders 15%

Enterprise 
Challenge 23%

Primary 18%

Cost breakdown 
by programme

We benchmark our costs across the sector, referring 
to the New Philanthropy Capital research and other 
relevant research, which outlines that, despite mentors 
being volunteers, significant costs are required to 
invest in sophisticated training and support for mentors 
as well as competent staff  to manage myriad complex 
relationships. Our mentoring programmes demonstrate 
excellent value, with an average cost of  £165 per 
beneficiary for our directly delivered mentoring UK 
programmes in 2015/16, a reduction from an average 
unit cost in 2014/15 of  £196.

2015/16 2014/15 2013/14

Average Unit Cost £165 £196 £218

As well as the significant voluntary time and expertise 
of  our mentors, we also benefit hugely from the 
voluntary time of  our Board, Regional Leadership 
Groups, and pro-bono support from various partners 
who provide training and meeting venues without 
charge. In 2014/15 we estimated this to be worth in 
excess of  £170,000.

Financial Report
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Mosaic is lucky enough to count upon the support of so many organisations and individuals 
in making our work a reality. In particular, we would like to thank the generosity of our 
funders who have enabled our work in 2015/16, particularly:

We would also like to thank the ongoing generosity of  the Mosaic Associates, a 
group of  our supporters who champion Mosaic’s work and provided generous 
funding support, as well as those individuals who donate to Mosaic. We would 
also like to thank the significant number of  our supporters who give their time and 
expertise via the Mosaic Advisory Board, Finance Committee, Regional Leadership 
Groups, Communications Panel, Educationalists’ Panel, Ex-offender Panel and 
Associates Committee.
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Get Social with Mosaic!

The strength of  Mosaic is 
undeniably in our amazing 
mentors and supporters. 
Our committed network 
come from all walks 
of  life and from a real 
diversity of  professional 
backgrounds. 

You can see the impact 
of  our selfless Mosaic 
mentors on the futures 
of  our young mentees 
with your own eyes on 
Mosaic’s online pages. 
Our social media pages 
also cover our latest 
national and regional 
news, as well as allowing 
to keep keep track of  
upcoming events in your 
area and register to 
attend.

We would love for you to 
share your experiences 
through social media and 
here’s how you can get 
started, follow us online 
on the pages below.

Be part of  the 
conversation with our 
community of  followers 
and keep up to date with 
all of  the Mosaics goings 
on. Most importantly 
Tweet at us, maybe you 
heard something that 
inspired you from one 
of  our events or you 
just want to share your 
mentoring experiences, 
we would love to hear 
from you no matter what!

www.twitter.com/
mosaicnetwork 

Like our facebook page 
and keep up to date with 
our top news stories and 
general updates.

www.facebook.com/
mosaicnetwork

Follow our Mosaic 
company page on 
LinkedIn. Mentoring 
is a great addition to 
strengthen your profile 
so include that you are a 
mentor with Mosaic under 
your Qualifications and 
Experience, and don’t 
forget to promote our work 
through your networks.

www.linkedin.com/
company/mosaic-network

We have a fantastic 
section of  photos from 
all our domestic and 
international work on our 
Flickr profile. You can find 
all our albums there: www.
flickr.com/photos/mosaic-
network.  Who knows, you 
may even spot a photo of  
yourself!

Follow us on Instagram 
where we like to share 
a range of  photos from 
across our work.

Just search for 
“mosaicnetwork” on 
Instagram to find us.

www.instagram.com/
mosaicnetwork/

Guest blog for us!
Share your personal insights with the Mosaic Network 
and blog for us: http://www.mosaicnetwork.co.uk/
blog/. These could be insights around being a mentor, 
or reflections following a Mosaic event you attended 
or just a general piece about your experience of  the 
impact Mosaic has on the communities we work with.

We are actively seeking contributors amongst you who 
are willing to share their Mosaic journey and can write 
in an accessible and entertaining way. Please feel 
free to contact mosaic staff  members if  you have any 
questions regarding blogging guidelines.

And don’t forget some of our 
#hashtags
#MentorsOfMosaic

We will be sharing a portrait photo of  one of  our 
Mosaic mentors accompanied by a personal reflection 
of  a mentoring story they would like to share. The idea 
is to create an ongoing photo-blog offering glimpses 
into the life of  a mentor. If  you’re a Mosaic Mentor and 
would like to feature as part of  this exciting campaign 
then please do get in touch.

#MentorMonday

#MentorMonday is all about dedicating our Mondays to 
our amazing Mosaic Mentors who volunteer their time 
and support which is of  enormous value to the young 
people we work with across the country.



‘A Prince for Our Time’ – This photograph formed part of  Mosaic Ambassador Peter 
Sanders’ ‘The Art of  Integration’ exhibition and demonstrates The Prince of  Wales’s 

long-standing support for the Muslim community in the UK.

This photograph was launched in May 2015 and was taken in the garden room at 
Clarence House in front of  a tapestry by the artist Horace Vernet (1789-1863).
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